Concept Elevator
eBrochure
Over 15 years of manufacturing custom elevator
cabs and entrances.

Concept Elevator has been operating on the principles
of honesty, reliability, and personal service since we
manufactured our first cab in 2003.

www.conceptelevator.com

We offer products that minimize installation time and make our customers more
competitive in the marketplace.
+1 (866) 506-8955

sales@conceptelevator.com

8027 NW 71 ST, Miami, FL 33166
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About Us
Concept Elevator Group was founded in
2003 in Miami, Florida.
Our vision was to create a
dynamic company that would
be the best manufacturer of
elevator cabs and entrances
while maintaining the best
lead times in the industry.

Since our company was
founded on quality and
customer service, one of our
first milestones was the
completion of our ISO
9001-2008 certification. In
addition to quality, our vision
includes product innovation.

We have the ability to design
products that not only meet
the design intent, but products
that minimize installation time
and make our customers
more competitive in the
marketplace.
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Concept Elevator
The company started with only 8,300 square feet of manufacturing space. Since
then our products and customer service have grown our facility to over 57,000
and still growing.
Our growth was based on
providing a quality product
that exceeds the needs of our
customers and the ability to
stand behind it with
unsurpassed customer
service.

Our expansive range of
products include applications
of all types to meet various
needs. We manufacture
products that include the
simplest wood core elevator
cab as well as high spec
custom finishes for high profile
projects.
We have provided material for
some of the most demanding
projects including hospitals,
major airports, museums and
transit systems.
We can provide UL certified
entrances that range from the
smallest entrances permitted
by code to the some of the
most elaborate entrances
imaginable with a vast array
of finishes and materials.

We differentiate ourselves in
many ways. In addition to our
manufacturing capabilities,
we have the ability to engineer
some of the most challenging
designs and concepts.
We have engineered and
designed a wide variety of
custom cabs and entrances
from small glass cabs for
homes to massive enclosures
over 20 feet tall and 20 feet
wide.

We design products and
installation
documentation to take the
guesswork out of
assembling our products.
We strive for continuous
improvement, committed
quality, and innovative
conceptual products
based on our customer’s
needs.
Innovative products and
designs allow us to
maintain one of the lowest
labor installation rates in
the industry.
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Our Portfolio
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Ceilings
Concept takes creativity to new heights with innovative ceiling designs.
The team at Concept Elevator Group is

Suspended aluminum frames are typically used

consistently creating and simultaneously

for light weight cabs. Our aluminum egg crate or

improving daily designs, to achieve better

Lexan thermoclear diffusers installed with your

aesthetics in your everyday elevators. These

choice of fluorescent or LED lights will minimize

specialty ceilings include metal drop or

cab weight creating more opportunities for cab

suspended ceiling panels which both display an

creativity.

illusion of a high ceiling while down lights give
depth to the passenger's perception.

a.

b.

Steel Drop Panel

Steel Drop Panel

4 down lights per panel

c.

1 down light per panel

d.

Suspended Ceiling

Aluminum Eggcrate Diffusers

Perimeter Lighting

e.

Suspended Aluminum Frame

f.

Lexan Thermoclear Diffusers
Suspended Aluminum Frame

Steel White Painted Canopy
1 down light per panel
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Eleclip Ceiling
Our drop ceiling has been designed to be just as light and easy to install as our
panel system.

The frame itself typically
weighs less than 40 lbs and
was designed to be installed
by just two people. The most
eye catching feature of it is the
patented roll away tiles. That
feature sets us apart from the
competition by allowing the
exit door to be located
anywhere but in the center of
the cab front to back.

It is a system of ceiling tiles
assembled together to form a
tray that once unlocked can
be slid off the clip hooks and
rolled away exposing one
entire half of the canopy. This
new technology is both cutting
edge and extremely practical.

All ELECLIP drop ceilings
come equipped with LED
lighting for a clean, bright
look that will last.
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Cab Handrails
Offering a larger variety of standard
and custom handrails.
With a larger variety of handrails to choose
from, Concept Elevator provides the exact
look you need to customize or renovate your
elevator cab. Our elevator handrails can be
pre-engineered or specified to any existing
elevator interior. We offer several shapes,
sizes and styles. For example, a round or solid
flat handrail with return ends in a stainless
steel, brass alloy or oxidized bronze finish. We
custom make our handrails to fit any
preference.

Round Handrails
1 1/2’’ Diameter

Flat Handrails
3/8’’ x 2’’ Flat Bar

Round Handrails Return
1 1/2’’ Diameter

Flat Handrails Return
3/8’’ x 2’’ Flat Bar

Bumber Rail

1/4’’ x 6’’ Bumper Rail
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Entrances
Entrance assemblies are available in various

Entrance frames can be either bolted or mitered

types, sizes and finishes. We can provide UL

and welded. Various wall construction and

labels for entrance up to 10’ wide and 10’ tall.

thickness can be accommodated. Common

Transoms are also available in both flush and

finishes include baked enamel, stainless steel

offset design.

and bronze muntz.

Center Opening

Side Slide

2 Speed Side Slide

2 Speed Center Opening
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Finishes
Laminates &
Custom Metals
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Machinery

V- Groove Machine
This is a precision cutting
machine that cuts a V-groove for
a tighter radius bend and crisp
clean edge. This allows us to
provide designs that very few
can match.
*Example above

Precision Fiber Laser
Technology
Fiber laser technology allows us
to cut various thickness of metals
into precision pieces with clean
edges and perfect lines. The
details and designs are only
limited by our imagination.

CNC Router
The CNC router is a precision
cutting machine. It accurately
cuts materials to various sizes
and shapes with flawless lines.
With computer accuracy and
multiple tool heads it can form
materials into clean precise
panels.

Over 15 years of elevator
cab manufacturing
experience.
Concept Elevator has been operating on the principles
of honesty, reliability, and personal service since we built
our first cab in 2003.

www.conceptelevator.com

We offer products that minimize installation time and make our customers more
competitive in the marketplace.
+1 (866) 506-8955

sales@conceptelevator.com

8027 NW 71 ST, Miami, FL 33166

